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Abstract— although best-in-class AI can deliver
extraordinary outcomes in experimentation, data
scientists struggle to duplicate these outcomes on
actual-world data. It's nothing unexpected - actual
data mirrors the messy world that made it, containing
many biases and gaps. A painful element of real data
is that it tends to be imbalanced. An imbalanced
dataset is a dataset with a lot more examples in one
class than others. This exploration features the broad
study about taking care of class Imbalance issues
utilizing Random Sampling and Data Augmentation
Techniques. The critical angle featured is to grasp
how Under-Sampling, Over-Sampling, and Data
Augmentation use images and custom datasets. The
model performance is improved with the expulsion of
class
imbalance
issue
utilizing
different
Augmentation approaches utilizing an augmentation
library. The accuracy contrasts with taking care of
the Class imbalance issue to boost accuracy, lessen
error, and track down an ideal technique to tackle it.
Indexed Terms-- Class Imbalance, Intel Scene
Dataset, Augmentation, RESNET, Classification.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Image classification [16] is doling out the images to
respective classes. It has a massive repercussion in
different areas of exploration and research. Deep
learning [3] [6] has made the pipeline much more
efficient and faster. With the widespread use of
frameworks like PyTorch [20] and TensorFlow [21],
neural networks are widely used in research work &
companies like Google. There are numerous
augmentations [1] [5] [7] [11] [12] [13] upheld by
different augmentation libraries that assist in the
progress of the accuracies of the various models. To
find the best increase strategy because of accuracy
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utilizing a model using AugStatic [7] [9]
library/package/module, which will produce an
expanded adjusted dataset, like this, tackling the Class
imbalance [1] [10] [15] issue. Each neural network
model has an alternate capacity and gives shifting
viewpoints on this steadily developing, quick evolving
space. The review connects with investigating the
augmentation techniques procedures that are
compelling and incapable for different datasets while
at the same time working on the model execution with
fixed test information and model.
II.

RELATED WORK

There are numerous augmentations upheld by
different augmentation libraries that assist in creating
new examples. There are many image order datasets.
The improvement of the model exhibitions differs for
each dataset, augmentation, and model utilized. To
find the best augmentation strategy in light of accuracy
using a RESNET18 [8] [17] model utilizing an
exclusively constructed augmentation library that will
produce an augmented balanced dataset, tackling the
class imbalance issue. The test is to assist the model
with gaining from fewer data. For which the data
augmentation strategies are considered for
oversampling. Numerous augmentation libraries and
ideas like mixup augmentation [12], matting [14],
torchvision
changes,
augmentor
[5],
and
albumentations [11] were contrasted with picking the
productive bundle to involve the augmentation
methods.
Over-sampling eliminates the imbalance by producing
new images with existing pictures in the minority
class. Different data augmentation is a strategy utilized
for oversampling. Changes are made after existing
images like rotation, scale, and so on. For instance,
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assume there is a cat image. We make another
augmented image in which it has gone through certain
transformations like we can rotate or flip or increment
the brilliance or increment the differentiation, and so
on. In this way, various augmentation techniques are
applied to make new pictures that assist the model with
learning even with fewer data.
III.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The neural network model utilized is RESNET18. It
has 18 layers and comprises skip connections used to
assist the model with finding out more. The one
residual block [2] contains two weight layers and has
a skip connection for each remaining square,
interfacing the result of the subsequent weight layer
with a ReLU actuation function [18]. An additional
sequential layer [19] has been added to get the
accuracy of 0 to 1. We utilize the PyTorch structure to
construct models. The RESNET 18 isn't a pre-trained
Adam optimizer utilized, and a negative logprobability likelihood loss function is used. The
RESNET18 engineering is referenced in fig 5 and 6.

Figure 1. ResNet-18 Architecture

gone through a LogSoftmax to get the logarithm of the
probabilities.
A classification image data set is utilized with a train
and test set. For the sole motivation behind preparing
a model, it is finished using a train set. The ready
model is tried upon a fixed test set, and they are put
away in a log document for our records. The datasets
are used to train the model, and the model's accuracy
is acquired by testing upon the test set.
Two classes are picked out of the dataset and are
adjusted physically with the end goal that both the
classes have a definite number of models. We find the
precision through the RESNET18 model, which goes
about as the best base for most extreme accuracy.
An imbalance is made by picking arbitrary examples
from the minority class with various irregularity
proportions. The accuracy is found utilizing the
RESNET18 model, which is the base accuracy.
The class imbalance is settled by adjusting the dataset,
i.e., making the number of examples in class
equivalent to the number of samples in the minority
class, i.e., the class with fewer examples.
Different augmentation strategies are applied to the
unbalanced data set, and different augmented balanced
data sets are created. Accuracies are found utilizing the
RESNET18 model. In light of the accuracies of a wide
range of augmented balanced datasets, the
augmentation strategies are being analyzed and looked
at.
The model is run for 100 epochs, and the best test
accuracies are recorded, then, at that point, contrasted
with an investigation of the robust expansions for the
dataset.

Figure 2. Additional sequential layer
An extra successive layer is added toward the end, as
referenced in fig 6. The info will be passed to linear
(512,512), whose result is taken care of by the first
ReLU activation function. Then a dropout (0.2) layer
is being utilized, trailed by linear (512, 2). At last, it is
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The augstatic library takes an input image, applies
advanced augmentation methods to these images, and
returns an augmented image. The library is superior to
others as it has low computational expense dissimilar
to TensorFlow or PyTorch increase libraries that
convert pictures to a tensor, applying the
transformation on the tensor and again transforming
the array into an image.
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Thus, to lessen this, we straightforwardly used the
conversion on the image array and returned an
augmented image.
It upholds many kinds of augmentations as follows:

Figure 4. Augmentations brief -1

Figure 3. Effective & Non Effective Augmentations
for Intel Scene Dataset
The description about each augmentations are as
follows –
Figure 5. Augmentations brief -2
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procedures and datasets that better the model
accuracy. Augmentation techniques that are effective
and ineffective in improving the model's accuracy by
removing imbalance for Intel Scene Dataset are
mentioned in fig 7.

Figure 8. Effective & Non Effective Augmentations
for Intel Scene Dataset

Figure 6. Augmentations brief -3

Figure 7. Augmentations brief -2
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This unbalanced dataset has a class imbalance
proportion of 1:2. The balanced datasets were made by
oversampling
the
minority
class
utilizing
augmentation. These tests were run for Intel scene
datasets. The outcomes were recorded, examined, and
thought about for the different augmentation
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Therefore, from the above tables, we can derive that
each dataset has various kinds of expansions that are
viable. The ones like channel dropout are insufficient
for the Intel scene as it has an ocean that is blue in
variety. In the event that we apply channel dropout,
one of the channels is haphazardly exited RGB, so the
images become red or green. At the point when we
train utilizing this, the model learn the ocean to be
green or red. Accordingly, this sort of augmentation is
ineffective as it changes the GT. The augmentation
that is seen as effective for the dataset can be utilized
for the individual datasets to further improve the
RESNET18 model performance, considering the adam
optimizer is utilized. The change of the model can
diverge the augmentation strategies effective &
ineffective to the respective datasets.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

We aimed to simultaneously improve the model
performance and resolve class imbalance problems
using random sampling and advanced data
augmentation techniques. The effective and noneffective augmentat1`ion techniques vary for each
dataset for a single model. The augmented dataset
included comparing many augmentation libraries. The
effective ones are based on various parameters,
building a new Augmentation library, and analyzing
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each type of augmentation that the library supports.
We balanced the two classes of original datasets by
developing a Dataset Balance & created an imbalance
randomly by using an unbalance creator. An
augmentation Dataset Creator was built that used the
Augmentation library. The datasets generated are used
to train the RESNET18 model with additional layers
to get the accuracy metrics – train & test accuracies.
The model is run for 100 epochs for each test case &
choosing the best-trained model using the test
accuracies. These tests were run for three datasets. The
results were analyzed & compared for the various
augmentation techniques and three datasets. The
resultant augmentations were recorded that improved
the model accuracy. Therefore, the data scientist &
ML Engineers can use the system & workflow to
improve the model performance and help the model
learn more with less data by implementing the
effective augmentation for the datasets based on
insights derived from this research.
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